
 
Speech 361: Leadership Skills: Organizational Communication (WI) 

Course Syllabus for Summer 2010  

 

 
Professor: Dr. Robert R. Boller E-mail: boller@hawaii.edu 
Phone:  956-3324  Office:  317 George Hall 
Office Hours: Monday and Tuesday, 1:30-2:30 and by appointment  
Speech Department Website: www.hawaii.edu/speech 
Course description: 
  
SP 361 is designed to provide the student with a solid foundation of knowledge and application  
of organizational communication and leadership theory.  Through the use of class discussion, 
written assignments, and group projects, you will develop the ability to recognize, analyze, and 
deliberate contemporary leadership issues within organizational life; as well as make ethically 
determined judgments regarding your communication in the organizational context.  The course 
will be guided by organizational metaphors that have dominated systematic approaches to 
organizational analysis.  The structure of this course will be primarily discussion with some 
lecture. We will begin by reviewing the historical context of organizational communication and 
the ethical implications of seminal theories such as scientific management. The review will be 
followed by theory guided by metaphor, application, and ethical considerations of more specific 
topics including leadership theories, organizational culture, communication technology in  
organizations, systems theory, groups in organizations, organizational decentralization,  
evolution in organizations, and a discussion of the future of organizational communication.  
Given that this course is a 300 level “seminar”, material will be presented at an advanced level  
and you will be expected to produce work at an advanced level.  The course will also be guided 
by several leadership texts that have withstood rigorous critique and offer distinct contrasts in 
perspective when applied to leadership and organizational development.   
 
The course will be conducted primarily in a lecture and discussion format.  You are expected to 
actively participate in class discussions.  This is a writing intensive course (at least 4,000 words 
or roughly 16 pages).  There are several written assignments in this course that will allow you to 
express and develop your ability to deal with and analyze organizations and leadership issues. 
 
Texts: 
 
1.  Morgan, G. (2006). Images of Organization.  Sage.  
2. One of the following: 
 
• Carnegie, D.  (1998).  How to Win Friends and Influence People.  Pocket. 
• Bennis, W.  (2009).  On Becoming a Leader.  (4th ed.).  Basic Books. 
• Collins, J. (2001).  Good to Great. Collins Business. 
• Arbinger Institute  (2010).  Leadership and Self-Deception.  Berrett-Koehler. 
• Useem, M. (1999).  The Leadership Moment.  Three Rivers Press.   
 
 
The Morgan text is a classic in the field of Leadership.  The other four texts will be equally 
distributed as assigned reading such that four small groups will each be responsible for different 
material.  Each group will be asked to present some of the key points made in the text to the class 
during the final weeks of the semester.   
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Assignments and Tests: 
 
I.  Reaction Papers (3 papers at 3-4 pages each averaged for 20% of grade): This course will explore 
the dynamic field of leadership and organization and various applied issues: contemporary U.S. 
companies, ethical issues, political communication, corporate culture, organizational communication, etc. 
The goal of the reaction papers is to help students develop writing ability by applying critical theoretical 
models to organizations.   
 
A.  Reaction Paper #1 - Film Critique (3-4 pages) 
We will view two films before the midterm that will be used as data to write a compare and contrast 
paper.  We will do some in class writing exercises immediately after the films are shown as starting points 
for the papers. Your papers should not be mere summaries of the films, but an exploration and critique of 
the arguments made in the films and the implications they have about leadership and organizations.  You 
are welcome to include ancillary research and relevant real-life examples to augment your critiques. You 
should be prepared to actively participate in class discussions regarding the films prior to writing the 
papers.  
 
Films: The Corporation and Ghandi 
 
B.  Reaction Paper #2 - Organizational Metaphor Application (3-4 pages) 
Students are required to choose one or two metaphors and accompanying theory to write about and apply 
to an organization of their choice.  The paper should contain the following; 1) a description of the 
metaphor and a literature review to suppost the analysis 2) explanation of how the metaphor can be 
applied to modern organizations 3) a specific organizational analyis through the lens of the metaphor, and 
4) a critique of the metaphor as an analytical tool.  The paper (outline) should include a reference sheet in 
APA format.  5 research sources as the basis of the literature review are the minimum requirement.  This 
reaction paper can be a jumping off point for your final paper. 
 
C.  Reaction Paper #3 - Leadership Literature (4-5 pages) 
Read one of the ancillary books required.   Write a group book review that 1) gives a synopsis of the book 
2) discusses the implications for a leader of an organization 3) critiques the book.  The book review will 
be collaboratively presented the last week of the course.  A copy should be made available for each 
student in class post presentation.  One paper will be turned in for the group and therefore it is expected to 
be of superior quality.  Peer evaluation forms will be utilized to keep group members accountable.   
 
General guidelines for Papers  
 
1. All papers must be typed and in APA format.  Use double spacing, 12-sized font, and “1” margins on 

all sides.  
2. Papers may not be submitted electronically.  
3. Papers should look clean and be free of grammatical errors.  Always proofread your papers. 
4. Papers will not be accepted late.   
 

***Specific grading criteria for written projects will be forthcoming*** 
 
 
Sample APA style for references (please consult a style manuel):  
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Journal article: 
 Fine, M. A., & Kurdek, L. A. (1993). Reflections on determining authorship credit and 
authorship order on faculty-student collaborations. American Psychologist, 48, 1141–1147. 
 
Book: 
 Nicol, A. A. M., & Pexman, P. M. (1999). Presenting your findings: A practical guide for 
creating tables. Washington, DC: American Psychological Association. 
 
Book chapter: 
 O'Neil, J. M., & Egan, J. (1992). Men's and women's gender role journeys: Metaphor for 
healing, transition, and transformation. In B. R. Wainrib (Ed.), Gender issues across the life 
cycle (pp. 107-123). New York: Springer. 
 
Web cite:  
 MacDonald, J.  (2001, June 8). Suggested sources for a position paper.  Retrieved August 
10, 2001, from Illinois State University, Milner Library, Library Instruction Web site: 
http://www.mlb.ilstu.edu/ressubj/subject/general/suggsrc.htm 
 
II.  Collaborative Presentation (10% of grade) 
Select a compelling topic, relevant to leadership and organizational contexts, that you and a 
partner are interested in exploring/debating/presenting in some creative way.  Acceptable topics 
will be provocative, stimulate application of course material, and entertaining.  Collect 6 sources 
(academic and other) of information on the topic – 3 sources per person. In class you will: 
 

1. Briefly summarize your research, giving enough information to adequately prepare the 
audience for a discussion.  Use all six sources and cite them.  Present the main points on 
some type of visual to help the class follow.   

2. Give your opinions on the persuasive scenario and lay out the strategy as you see it. 
3. Floor questions from the audience to clarify the issues/research presented. 
4. Lead a discussion by asking questions of the audience.  If no hands are raised, you are 

responsible to call on several classmates to answer your questions.  Step 4 should 
constitute at least 50% of the time allotted!   

 
Evaluation Criteria: The collaborative should last between 10 to 15 minutes and will be worth 
10% of your course grade each.  Evaluation criteria will be based on the following; Topic 
selection, research, delivery, visual aid, and above all; success in engaging the audience in a 
hearty discussion.  
 
Available Topics: 
Gender and Power  
Modern corporate leadership ethics 
Management by walking around 
Charismatic Authority, The Great Leader Theory (and other trait theories) 
Servant Leadership 
Civil Disobedience 
Rhetoric and Political Leadership 
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Famous Leaders (pick no more than two) (Mark Zuckerberg, Larry Page & Sergey Brin, Bill 
Gates, Barack Obama, Nancy Pelosi, Mahmoud Amenidijad, Richard Branson, Meg Wheatley, 
Steven Covey, Nelson Mandela, Mother Teresa, Malcolm X, Julius Caesar, The King of 
Thailand, etc.) 
Leadership vs. management 
Military leadership 
Spiritual leadership 
Machiavellianism and the dark side of leadership 
Other instructor approved leadership topics 
 
III.  Final Paper/Project “Franken-paper” - (9-10 pages for 20% of grade) 
 

What have you learned about leadership? 
 
Each student in the class will do a combination literature review/project (about 10 pages plus references) 
that will begin with an investigation of two metaphors covered in class.  The paper should revolve around 
a big picture of what you have learned about leadership that is both theoretically and applied.  The thesis 
of the paper can revolve around the synthesis of the reaction papers to make a strong claim (s) about 
leadership and organizations.  The reaction papers can be edited and integrated and used for data in 
pursuit of your argument.  You are encouraged to write about anything related to leadership that you have 
learned that is as original as possible.  The write up should cite relevant literature throughout the paper 
and follow APA format.   10 references minimum.  The paper is due at noon on July 3rd.  Each 
student will be asked for a short informal oral report out on their final paper/project to the class.  Specific 
grading criteria to be announced.  
 
IV. Exams 
 
Mid term examination - 20% of grade 
Details forthcoming.  Primarily multiple choice and short answer questions. 
Final examination - 20 % of grade 
Details forthcoming.  Primarily multiple choice and short answer questions. 
 
Class Participation/Attendance/Policies: As this course is upper division and based in human 
communication, part of your grade will be based on your active participation in classroom 
discussions as well as attendance (10%).  Attendance will be taken each lab period.  Not only 
will attendance (physical presence) be considered, but most importantly your active presence 
(listening, questioning, taking part in activities...) will affect your participation grade.  This is not 
a lecture oriented course.  The more you participate, the more enjoyable the class will be and the 
more you will learn.  Many class periods you will be asked to free write on a variety of topics to 
be immediately turned in to the Professor.  You will be allowed 2 absences this semester to be 
used at your discretion.  Each subsequent absence will result in a loss of 33 points or 3.3% of 
your overall percentage in the course.  ANY use of cell phones during class is strictly prohibited! 
 
• Keep up with current events by reading credible periodicals on a regular basis! 
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Grading Criteria: Specific grading criteria, particularly for written assignments, will be 
announced later.  Make sure you are very clear on the criteria and do not be afraid to ask 
questions if you are not!  All assignments should be typed and free of grammatical errors.  
Visuals aids for presentations should be computer based using software such as PowerPoint or 
Keynote (no poster boards!). 
 
 
 
 
 
Grading Scale 
 
97.5-100% = A+  87.5-89.4% = B+  77.5-79.4% = C+  67.5-69.4% = D+  
92.5-97.4% = A   82.5-87.4% = B  72.5- 77.4% = C  62.5-67.4% = D  
89.5-92.4% = A-  79.5-82.4% = B-  69.5- 72.4% = C-  59.5-62.4 = D- 
 
 
 
 
Grade Breakdown 
 
  Midterm Exam    20%  (200 pts.) 
  Final Exam      20%  (200 pts.) 
  Collaborative Presentation   10%  (100 pts.) 
  Reaction papers (80 theory/60/60)  20%  (200 pts.) 
  Final Paper/project    20%  (200 pts.)   
  Attendance and Participation   10%  (100 pts.) 
  _______________________________________________ 
        1000 pts. possible 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Week 
1 

May 24, 2009 Syllabus review and intro Begin 2nd book 

 May 25, 2009 Class intro activities Morgan intro 
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 May 26, 2009 Metaphor and story in 
organizations 

Morgan ch. 2 

 May 27, 2009 Organizations as machine Morgan ch. 2 

 May 28, 2009 Organizations as 
machine/collaborative presentation 

Morgan ch. 2 

Week 
2 

May 31, 2009 Film - The Corporation Morgan ch. 3 

 Jun 1, 2009 Film - The Corporation Morgan ch. 3 

 Jun 2, 2009 Organizations as 
organism/collaborative 

presentation 

Morgan ch. 3 

 Jun 3, 2009 Organizations as 
organism/collaborative 

presentation 

Morgan ch. 4 

 Jun 4, 2009 Film - Ghandi 1/2 finished with 
2nd book 

Week 
3 

Jun 7, 2009 Film -  Ghandi Morgan ch. 4 

 Jun 8, 2009 Film -  Ghandi 
 

 

 Jun 9, 2009 Organizations as 
brains/collaborative presentation 

Morgan ch. 5 

 Jun 10, 2009 Organizations as 
brains/collaborative presentation 

Morgan ch. 5 

 Jun 11, 2009 Organizations as 
cultures/collaborative presentation 

Paper 1 due 

Week 
4 

Jun 14, 2009 Organizations as 
cultures/collaborative presentation 

Morgan ch. 6 

 Jun 15, 2009 Organizations as political 
systems/collaborative presentation 

Morgan ch. 6 

 Jun 16, 2009 Midterm - Morgan Chs. 1-6  

 Jun 17, 2009 Organizations as political 
systems/collaborative presentation 

Morgan ch. 7 

 Jun 18, 2009 TBA Finish 2nd book 

Week 
5 

Jun 21, 2009 TBA Paper 2 due 

 Jun 22, 2009 Guest speaker Morgan ch. 8 
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 Jun 23, 2009 Guest speaker Morgan ch. 9 

 Jun 24, 2009 Presentation: On Becoming a 
Leader 

Morgan ch. 10 

 Jun 25, 2009 Presentation: The Leadership 
Moment 

Morgan ch. 11 

Week 
6 

Jun 28, 2009 Presentation: How to Win Friends 
and Influence People 

 

 Jun 29, 2009 Presentation: Leadership and Self-
Deception 

 

 Jul 30, 2009 Presentation: Good to Great  

 July 1, 2009 TBA 
 

 

 July 2, 2009 Final Exam - Morgan + Lecture Final Paper due 

 
 
 


